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ABSTRACT

We develop a nanosecond grating imaging (NGI) technique to measure inplane thermal transport properties in bulk and thin-film samples. Based on
nanosecond time-domain thermoreflectance (ns-TDTR), NGI incorporates a
photomask with periodic metal strips patterned on a transparent dielectric
substrate to generate grating images of pump and probe lasers on the
sample surface, which induces heat conduction along both cross- and inplane directions. Analytical and numerical models have been developed to
extract thermal conductivities in both bulk and thin-film samples from NGI
measurements. This newly developed technique is used to determine thickness-dependent in-plane thermal conductivities (κx) in Cu nano-films, which
agree well with the electron thermal conductivity values converted from
four-point electrical conductivity measurements using the Wiedemamn–
Franz law, as well as previously reported experimental values. The κx
measured with NGI in an 8 nm x 8 nm GaAs/AlAs superlattice (SL) is
about 10.2 W/m⋅K, larger than the cross-plane thermal conductivity
(8.8 W/m⋅K), indicating the anisotropic thermal transport in the SL structure.
The uncertainty of the measured κx is about 25% in the Cu film and less
than 5% in SL. Sensitivity analysis suggests that, with the careful selection of
proper substrate and interface resistance, the uncertainty of κx in Cu nanofilms can be as low as 5%, showing the potential of the NGI technique to
determine κx in thin films with improved accuracy. By simply installing a
photomask into ns-TDTR, NGI provides a convenient, fast, and cost-effective
method to measure the in-plane thermal conductivities in a wide range of
structures and materials.
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Introduction
With the development of electronics with micro-/nanoscale size and high power density, thermal
management has become a crucial problem. Vigorous efforts have been made to measure the
thermal conductivity in micro-/nanoscale electronic materials, such as thin films [1–3], nanowires [4, 5], superlattices (SLs) [6–8], and 2D semiconductors [9, 10]. Among the many
approaches developed in recent decades for thermal conductivity measurement in micro-/nanostructures, the most commonly used include the 3ω method [1, 2], time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) [3, 11, 12], Transient Thermal Gratings (TTG) [13], Raman spectroscopy [14–16],
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and the four-probe thermal measurement method [17]. The 3ω method provides accurate
measurement of cross-plane thermal conductivity, especially in bulk materials and low-κ dielectric films. It is also possible to observe lateral thermal transport using the 3ω method in specific
structures, such as a long suspended film, although the overall sensitivity of the measurement is
less satisfactory and the fabrication of these structures is challenging [2]. TDTR employs pulsed
lasers (femto-, pico-, or nanosecond) to measure the differential reflectivity change at the sample
surface due to pump laser heating and offers the experimental advantages of high spatial
resolution and high sensitivity to thermal interface resistance. For most applications of TDTR,
one-dimensional heat transfer is generally assumed, as the thermal penetration depth of a short
laser pulse is much smaller than that of the laser spot size [3]. Femtosecond TDTR system with a
scanning probe beam is utilized to determine the in-plane thermal conductivity in silicon [18]
and graphite [19], which is rather time consuming. For the TTG technique, TTG is formed by
two crossing pump beams, which can be generated conveniently with a specially designed phase
mask [13, 20]. A probe beam is used to monitor the change in physical properties induced by
TTG. Detection of TTG can be achieved by recording the first-order diffracted probe
beam [21, 22], surface displacement due to thermal expansion [13], or temperature-induced
probe reflectivity change [23]. Heterodyne detection is usually used to amplify the first-order
diffracted probe signal of either transmission or reflectance [20]. TTG has been utilized to
measure the in-plane thermal conductivities in Si [24], GaAs [25], GaAs/AlAs SL [8], and
PbTe [26]. Metal nano-heaters fabricated with nano-lithography on a sample surface are also
used to introduce lateral thermal transport, where a pump beam heats the metal grating and the
diffracted probe beam from the heated metal grating is collected as the signal [27–29], similar to
that in TTG. The measured thermal conductivity values show a strong dependence on the size of
metal heaters, which indicates a transition from non-diffusive to diffusive thermal transport
regimes. However, in nature these metal gratings are invasive to the sample. Raman spectroscopy
has been reported to successfully measure the in-plane thermal conductivity in ultrathin films
[11] and 2D materials [14, 16], by detecting Raman peak shifts due to thermal expansion and
bond softening as a function of laser heating power. Extracting thermal conductivity from
Raman measurements is relatively simple, when a proportional relationship can be assumed
between the temperature and Raman peak shift. However, accurate calibration of Raman peak
shift over a wide range of temperatures is necessary to achieve a satisfactory uncertainty of the
measured thermal conductivity, and the materials to be measured must be Raman active and
sensitive enough. The four-probe thermal measurement method can measure intrinsic thermal
conductance and thermal contact resistance in individual nanostructures [4, 17, 30]. This
method consists of four suspended metal lines that function as both resistive heaters and
thermometers, with the sample bridging across the four micro-fabricated metal lines [17].
Intrinsic thermal properties can be measured very accurately with the four-probe method, but
a new device needs to be fabricated for each sample, which could be very challenging.
In this work, we implement a grating imaging technique into ns-TDTR in order to measure the
in-plane thermal conductivity and name it as nanosecond grating imaging (NGI). A permanent
grating image is generated on the sample surface using a photomask, and then a thermoreflectance
signal containing thermal transport information in both in-plane and cross-plane directions is
collected. The experimental setup of NGI is very simple because we monitor the temperatureinduced probe reflectivity change instead of diffraction. Recently, we implemented the same grating
imaging technique into our femtosecond pump-probe spectrometer to detect carrier diffusion in
graphene [31] and GaAs/AlAs SLs [32]. Our new technique is developed based on ns-TDTR due to
its several advantages compared with an fs-TDTR. First, the ns-TDTR system is a real time-resolved
system to observe surface temperature, but much cheaper, costing only about 1/10 of the fs-TDTR
system. Second, without a mechanical delay-stage to create time delay and a lock-in amplifier for
data acquisition, ns-TDTR allows much faster measurement because a fast averaging process can be
conducted directly with an oscilloscope. Third, data analysis with the ns-TDTR system is much
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simpler than in most materials of interest. After tens of nanoseconds, the complicated electronphonon nonequilibrium processes already finishes. Heat conduction models are also established to
extract thermal conductivities from the experimental data of the NGI technique. This new approach
is utilized to measure the in-plane conductivities in Cu nano-films on Si substrate and an 8 nm x
8 nm GaAs/AlAs SL.

Experimental
A Nd:YAG pulsed laser (532 nm, 15 ns pulse width) is used as the pump and a He-Ne laser (632 nm,
cw) as the probe. A 10x objective lens is used to focus both the pump and probe beams onto the
sample surface, and the reflected probe beam is collected by a silicon photodetector (Thorlabs,
PDA10A). For standard ns-TDTR, the pump spot diameter (1/e2) is about 1 ~ 2 mm, and the probe
diameter is about 180 µm. This large pump/probe spot size ratio ensures that cross-plane thermal
transport is dominant and that a simple 1-D thermal conduction model can be used to extract the
cross-plane thermal conductivity. To measure the in-plane thermal conductivity, a grating imaging
technique is incorporated into the standard ns-TDTR setup. This technique is called NGI, as
illustrated in Figure 1 (a). A photomask with periodic metal strips patterned on a transparent
dielectric substrate is placed before the objective lens. Collinearly aligned pump and probe lasers
pass through the photomask, and grating images from both pump and probe (transmitted and
diffracted from the photomask) are generated by the objective lens and overlap on the sample
surface, as shown in Figure 1 (b). (See supplementary information for images of grating formed on
the sample surface.) The grating period (λ) is determined by the slit size on the photomask and the
100 μm
slit size
magnification factor of the objective lens (e.g. λ ¼ magnification
factor ¼ 10 ¼ 10 μm). The periodically modulated pump laser generates thermal grating along the sample surface, which induces heat
flow along both in-plane and cross-plane directions. Because the probe beam is modulated in the
same way as the pump, both the in-plane and cross-plane heat flows will lead to decay of the
reflection change. By monitoring the reflected probe beam, both in-plane (κx ) and cross-plane (κz )
thermal conductivities can be extracted. However, to simplify the analysis of NGI measurements, in
this study, the κz value is either predetermined with standard ns-TDTR or obtained from the
literature. For NGI, the pump diameter is 530 µm and the probe diameter is also about 180 µm.
A thermal diffusion model considering a periodic heating source on the sample surface is
developed to fit the experimental data and to extract thermal conductivity:

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup of the grating imaging technique; (b) in-plane and cross-plane heat
flow generated by the pump and detected by the probe.
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As illustrated in Figure 1 (b), each fringe of our grating image has a rectangle shape, which is a
superposition of several sinusoidal waves. The profile of the periodic heating source can be expressed
as follows:
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where hðt Þ is the temporal shape of the Gaussian pump pulse.
In bulk samples, the surface temperature can be solved analytically from Eq. 1 & 2 in the
frequency domain [13] (see the supplementary information for details of derivation for Eqs. 3 ~ 5):
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where E is the laser fluence, ρ is density, c is specific heat, αz is the cross-plane thermal diffusivity, αx
is the in-plane thermal diffusivity, and x is the position along the sample surface. Within the
temperature range where probe reflectivity change is linearly proportional to the change in surface
temperature, i.e. dR=dT ¼ constant, the detected change in probe reflectivity is an integrated value
within the whole probe spot: ΔR ¼ òΔI ðxÞdx ¼ òAðxÞΔT ðxÞdx, where AðxÞ is the probe response
function to temperature change. In our case, AðxÞ is the product of a Gaussian function and a square
function. Since our probe spot size is much smaller than that of the pump, we can assume that pump
fluence across the probe spot is uniform, so that the final solution for bulk materials can be
simplified as follows:
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The solution of Eqs. 1 and 2 is much more complicated in multilayer samples, and can be expressed as [13]
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Results and discussion
In this study, we measured the in-plane thermal conductivity in two different types of samples,
GaAs/AlAs SL and Cu nano-films on Si substrate, representing the bulk and layered structures,
respectively. First we determine the κx values of Cu nano-films and compare them with the literature
values, as examples to validate the NGI technique, and then we study the anisotropic thermal
conductivities in GaAs/AlAs SL with ns-TDTR and NGI.
Cu nano-films with four different thicknesses (100, 150, 220, and 310 nm, measured by a
profilometer; Veeco Dektak 6M) are evaporated onto a SiO2 (300 nm)/Si substrate to perform nsTDTR and NGI measurements. We assume that the reflectivity change of the Cu film at probe
wavelength (632 nm) has a linear relation with temperature. We measured the reflectivity of our Cu
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film at different temperatures and obtained a dR/dT ~2.8 × 10–4 K−1 (see supplementary information). Optical penetration depth of the pump (523 nm) in Cu is 33 nm, so we can assume that all the
heat is absorbed by the Cu layer. Electron-phonon coupling time for Cu is less than 30 picoseconds,
which should not affect our experiment [33]. Figure 2 (a) shows the results for the 220-nm-thick Cu
nano-film, for which two different grating periods (λ ¼ 10 μm and 20 μm) are used, and the
temperature rise at the sample surface is estimated to be lower than 9 K. Because the pump and
probe beams are modulated in the same way, the probe beam only senses the area heated by the
pump (green lines in Figure 1b). The change in probe signal reflects the temperature dynamics of
these heated lines. For comparison, results from the ns-TDTR measurement (λ ¼ 1) are also
plotted in Figure 2 (a). In the ns-TDTR measurement, only thermal conduction along the crossplane direction is important, whereas in NGI measurements, in-plane thermal conduction also takes
place, and hence a faster decay of surface reflectivity is observed in the NGI experiments. Moreover,
compared with a larger grating period (λ ¼ 20 μm), the decay is faster using a smaller grating period
(λ ¼ 10 μm). Since the pump size and laser power do not change when using different grating
periods, and we can assume uniform pump fluence in the probed area, the pump fluence within the
heated lines (green lines in Figure 1b) is the same for all the grating periods. The temperature rise
(TH) in the heated lines is the same and the temperature in the unheated lines is at room
temperature (TL). The heat flux density induced by this temperature gradient is:
qx ¼ κx ðTH  TL Þ=ðλ=2Þ. With smaller grating period, qx is larger, which will lead to a faster
decay of the temperature gradient, e.g. it will take less time for temperature across the grating to
become uniform.
Based on Eq. 5, there are five unknown parameters here: cross-plane thermal conductivity and inplane thermal conductivity of Cu nano-films and Si (κx;film ; κz;film ; κx;substrate ; κz;substrate ), and interface resistance (Rinterface ). For Si, bulk thermal conductivity is used, κz;Si ¼ 149 W=mK. The SiO2
layer is treated as part of the interfacial resistance. For ns-TDTR, when κz;film is bigger than 100
W=mK, the simulation curves do not change, because heat diffusion in a Cu layer is too fast to be
captured at the nanosecond scale. In our fitting process, thickness-dependent κz;film values from the
literature are used for cross-plane thermal conductivity (κz;film ¼ 210; 250; 275; 300 W=mK for
100, 150, 220, and 310 nm, respectively) [34] . Interface resistance values for each sample are
obtained from ns-TDTR measurement and determined as 1:84  0:12; 2:11  0:11; 2:27  0:11
and 2:04  0:08  107 m2 K=W for the 100, 150, 220, and 310 nm films, respectively. There is only
one fitting parameter remaining, the in-plane thermal conductivity of Cu (κx;film ). The in-plane
thermal conductivity for Cu of 220 nm thickness is determined as 274 W/mK and 268 W/mK using
10 μm and 20 μm grating periods, respectively, after optimizing the least-squares fitting of the

Figure 2. (a) Experimental and fitting results for Cu 220-nm-thick nano-film measured by ns-TDTR (λ = ∞) and NGI with grating
periods of 10 μm and 20 μm; (b) comparison of κx of Cu nano-films measured by NGI with four-point probe results as well as
reference values. (Error bars indicate a standard deviation based on five measurements at different locations on the sample.)
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experimental data with Eq. 5. With different grating periods, the obtained values of thermal
conductivity vary by about 2%, which confirms the consistency of measurements with NGI. The
κx values for all four Cu samples with different thicknesses are plotted as red dots in Figure 2(b). To
validate the NGI results, we also measured the electrical conductivity of the same Cu samples using a
four-point collinear probe method [35]. Four electrical probes are arranged collinearly at the center
of each sample, with a spacing of 1 mm between probe tips. For each four-point probe measurement,
the results are averaged over three probe orientations and collected using a Micromanipulator Co.
6200 probe station and Agilent B1500 parameter analyzer. The sheet resistance is calculated from the
as-measured resistance using standard four-point probe geometry correction factors, and then
converted to electron thermal conductivity via the Wiedemann–Franz (W-F) Law, as plotted in
Figure 2 (b) (purple squares). In metals [36], electrons are the major heat carriers and electrical
conductivity is linked to electron thermal conductivity by the W-F Law: κ/σ = LT, where κ is the
thermal conductivity, σ is the electrical conductivity, L is the Lorenz number, and T is temperature.
It is reported that the Lorenz number depends on temperature and thickness [36], and the Lorenz
numbers applied here to derive κx from the four-probe measurements are obtained by the interpolation of published data. The triangles shown in Figure 2 (b) represent the κx values for Cu nanofilms previously reported by W. Liu et al. (upper triangle) using Joule heating and electrical
resistance thermometry in suspended micro-fabricated structures [36] and by P. Nath and K.L.
Chopra (lower triangle) using the steady-state method with a Kanthal heater and thermocouples [34].
It can be concluded that the results from NGI measurements are consistent with those of the
electrical conductivity measurements as well as with the reported values in the literature. In
Figure 2 (b), the κx values of the Cu nano-films show an obvious increasing trend with film
thickness, which can be explained by electron scattering at the grain boundaries. The electrical
and thermal resistivities of the Cu films depend on the characteristic length (film thickness and/or
width, or grain size). When this characteristic length is comparable to or smaller than the electron
mean free path (MFP) in Cu, electron scattering at the grain boundaries dominates and the grain size
becomes an important parameter [37]. Mayads and Shatzkes reported that the electrical resistivity of
thin metal films is controlled by electron scattering at the grain boundary and the film surface and
established a model (M-S model) considering a specular reflection parameter of electrons at the film
surface and the electron reflection coefficient at the grain boundaries [38]. According to the M-S
model, in thinner films the mean grain size decreases and more grain boundaries are present. Thus,
the resistivity in thinner films is larger and the thermal conductivity is smaller. Thickness-dependent
electrical resistivity of Cu films is calculated based on the M-S model and then converted to thermal
conductivity with the W-F law [36], shown as dashed line in Figure 2 (b). When the Cu film is very
thick, such as over tens of microns, the thermal conductivity calculated with the M-S model
converges to the bulk value. The κx values for Cu nano-films measured with NGI and four-probe
techniques agree well with the theoretical predictions with the M-S model, which validates the usage
of the NGI technique to measure in-plane thermal conductivity.
NGI is then utilized to measure the thermal conductivities of GaAs/AlAs SL, which is expected to
possess anisotropic thermal conductivities along the in-plane and cross-plane directions [8]. The two
samples under test are cut from the same crystal, which has 219 periods, with each period consisting of
8 nm GaAs and 8 nm AlAs, epitaxially grown by MOCVD. One sample is coated with a 200-nm-thick
aluminum film using e-beam evaporation to measure κz using ns-TDTR, and the obtained κz value is 8.8
W=mK, consistent with the reported value [8]. The other sample is uncoated and used to measure the κx
with NGI. Since the ambipolar diffusion coefficient of 10 cm2 =s in GaAs is much higher than the thermal
diffusivity of 0.1 cm2 =s, the grating generated by photo-excited carriers should decay much faster than
the thermal grating [39, 40]. Within the time window used for our analysis (30 ~ 300ns), thermal
diffusion should dominate. Experimental data before 30 ns is excluded to avoid effects from finite pump
pulse duration. The thermal penetration depth within the analyzed time window (300 ns) is less than
2 µm in GaAs/AlAs SLs (h,2ðαz ΔtÞ1=2 ; αz : cross  plane thermal diffusivity; t : time window),
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much less than the sample thickness of 3.5 µm. As a result, the sample can be treated as a bulk crystal, and
our thermal model for bulk crystal (Eq. 4) is appropriate to fit the experimental data, with properties
averaged over GaAs and AlAs. Four grating periods (6, 7, 8, and 9 µm) were used in NGI measurements,
and the experimental results with 6 and 9 µm grating periods are shown in Figure 3 (a). For each grating
period size, a time constant τ ¼ ðλ=2πÞ2 =α ðλ : grating period; α : thermal diffusivityÞ is defined to
describe the characteristic decay time of the thermal grating. The time window for fitting should not be
much longer than τ, which is 173, 236, 308, and 389 ns for grating period sizes of 6, 7, 8, and 9 um,
respectively. Based on the considerations above, 300 ns is selected as the fitting time window. (In
supplementary information, a fitting with 500 ns time window is also provided for comparison.)
Similar to the Cu nano-films, the surface temperature of GaAs/AlAs SL relaxes faster when using a
smaller grating period. Fitted in-plane thermal conductivity measured using all four grating periods is
displayed in Figure 3 (b). The mean value of the measured κx in GaAs/AlAs SL is around 10.2 ± 0.8
W=mK (reported as 11.4 W=mK) [8]. The anisotropic thermal conductivity observed in SLs has been
discussed extensively in the literature and two major causes have been proposed. i) The first is phonon
scatterings at periodic interfaces [41]; when the period thickness is comparable to or less than the phonon
MFP, the size effect on thermal transport becomes dominant, referred to as ballistic thermal transport in
each layer, and interface scattering affects thermal conductivity more significantly. ii) The second is
modified phonon dispersion [42], where the periodic structure in SL leads to phonon dispersion folding
into a smaller first Brillouin zone, which opens mini phonon bandgaps at the zone center and zone edge
and reduces phonon group velocity. All these factors greatly reduce the cross-plane thermal conductivity
in SLs and give rise to anisotropy.

Figure 3. (a) Experimental and fitting results for an 8 nm x 8 nm GaAs/AlAs SL with grating periods of 6 and 9 μm; (b) in-plane
thermal conductivity results with different grating periods (error bars indicate a standard deviation based on five measurements at
different locations on the sample); (c) sensitivity analysis of all parameters; (d) uncertainty for in-plane thermal conductivity
measurement using NGI with a grating period of 7 μm.
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When determining κx with the bulk model (Eq. 4), there are several important considerations: a)
characteristic decay time of grating, τ ¼ ðλ=2πÞ2 =α ðλ : grating period; α : thermal diffusivityÞ, the time
for which the thermal grating persists, should be longer than the time window (t) chosen for analysis; and
b) thermal penetration depth, h, 2ðαz ΔtÞ1=2 , the distance the thermal wave generated from the pump
pulse can travel within the time window of analysis, should be less than the sample thickness. Thermal
diffusivity is estimated by α ¼ κ=ρcp using experimentally obtained thermal conductivity (κ) values and
the density (ρÞ and specific heat (cp Þ of the average values of GaAs and AlAs [43].
Sensitivity analysis has also been conducted to assess the uncertainty of measurements with the
NGI technique. The sensitivity to a parameter, x0 , for a single material of interest and at a certain
@ ðln T Þ
time is defined as: Sx0 ¼ @ðln
x0 Þ [12], which is estimated with the change of normalized temperature,
when the parameter changes by ± 10% within the timescale of interest:
Sx0 ¼

@ ðln T Þ lnðT1:1x0 Þ  lnðT0:9x0 Þ

@ðln x0 Þ lnð1:1x0 Þ  lnð0:9x0 Þ

(6)

With the sensitivities to all the key parameters known, we can calculate the uncertainty of the
measured in-plane thermal conductivity value κx as


Δκx
κx

2
¼

XSx

0

Sκx

Δ

Δx0
x0

2
(7)

where Δκx =κx is the uncertainty of κx measurement, Δx0 =x0 is the uncertainty of parameter x0 , and
the summation is over all parameters of interest. The results of sensitivity analysis for GaAs/AlAs SLs
are shown in Figure 3 (c), indicating that grating period is the most sensitive parameter, followed by
in-plane thermal conductivity and heat capacity. The uncertainty of the grating period is caused by a
0:25μm
fabrication accuracy of 250 nm (e.g. Δλ
λ ¼ 7μm ). Literature values are used for GaAs and AlAs heat
capacities and an uncertainty of 3% is assumed for this parameter. The uncertainty of in-plane
thermal conductivity measurement using NGI is calculated as 3% when the measurement time is
longer than 100 ns, as plotted in Figure 3 (d).
For layered structures, such as a thin film on a substrate, it is more complicated to determine
the optimal experimental condition. Sensitivity studies have also been performed for Cu nanofilms on Si substrate, in order to optimize the design of sample structures for in-plane thermal
conductivity measurements using NGI. For 220 nm Cu film on SiO2 (300 nm)/Si substrate,
parameters of interest include: the grating period (λ), thermal conductivities of Cu (κz; film ,
κx; film ) and Si (κz; subs , κx; subs ), heat capacities of Cu (Cfilm ) and Si (Csubs ), Cu film thickness
(dfilm ), and interface resistance (Rinterface ) between Cu and Si (the 300 nm SiO2 layer considered
as part of the interface resistance).
Results of the sensitivity analysis shown in Figure 4 (a) indicate that the film thickness, Cu heat
capacity, and interface resistance are the most sensitive parameters, followed by the grating period
and in-plane thermal conductivity of Cu films. Uncertainty analysis provides information about how
accurately the NGI technique can measure the in-plane thermal conductivity of Cu films, for which
uncertainties from all parameters should be considered. The uncertainty of film thickness originates
Δd film
1nm
¼ 220nm
). The uncertainty of the
from thickness measurement and is estimated to be 1 nm (e.g. dfilm
0:25μm
grating period is caused by a fabrication accuracy of 250 nm (e.g. Δλ
λ ¼ 10μm ). The uncertainty of
interface resistance is around 3.3%, estimated by the sensitivity analysis of ns-TDTR measurements
with all related parameters, as shown in Figure 4 (c) and (d). Literature values are used for Cu heat
capacity, Si heat capacity, and Si thermal conductivity, and an uncertainty of 3% is assumed for those
parameters. As shown in Figure 4 (b), the averaged value of the uncertainty of κx;Cu is about 25%.
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Figure 4. (a) Sensitivity analysis of all parameters for 220 nm Cu on Si measured with NGI; (b) uncertainty of κ x;film measured with
NGI; (c) sensitivity analysis of all parameters for 220 nm Cu on Si measured with ns-TDTR; (d) uncertainty of interface resistance
measured with ns-TDTR.

The obtained uncertainty of κx;film in the 220 nm Cu film using NGI is relatively high because
sensitivity to other parameters, such as film thickness, heat capacity of thin film, and interface
resistance, is larger than the sensitivity to κx;film . To reduce the uncertainty of the measured κx;film ,
the sample structure needs to be further optimized so that the heat transport is highly confined within
the Cu film, which will increase the sensitivity to κx;film and decrease the sensitivity to Csub, κz,sub and
Rinterface. Substrates with thermal diffusivity lower than Si may serve the purpose. Here, five widely used
materials in electronics with a wide range of thermal diffusivities, AlAs (α ~0:44 cm2 =s), GaAs
(α , 0:30 cm2 =s), Si3N4, (α , 0:11 cm2 =s), SiO2 (α , 0:01 cm2 =s), and PMMA (polymethyl
methacrylate; α , 0:001 cm2 =s) [44, 45], are selected for sensitivity analysis to study the effect of
substrate on NGI measurement. Figure 5 (a)~(f) presents the results of sensitivity analysis of
220 nm Cu films on various substrates, including Si. Only the parameters associated with substrates
(Csub, κz,sub) change, and all other parameters (including interface resistance) remain the same as for
the case of Si. A couple of interesting trends are observed here. (i) Sensitivities to κx,film and grating
period λ remain the same for all substrates. (ii) Sensitivities to Cfilm and dfilm decrease on substrates
with smaller diffusivities. When heat is highly localized within the film, the temperature in the film
becomes more uniform across the film thickness and can only decay by heat transport along the inplane direction. (iii) Sensitivity to Rinterface also decreases on substrates with smaller diffusivities. On
SiO2 and PMMA substrates, it is even smaller than that of κx,film. It is reasonable because the effect
from Rinterface becomes less important when heat transport mainly happens along the in-plane direction. Figure 5 (g) shows the uncertainties of κx,film of the 220 nm Cu film on various substrates,
calculated based on the sensitivity analysis presented in Figure 5 (a) ~ (f). The uncertainty of κx,film is
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Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis for 220 nm Cu on various substrates: (a) Si; (b) AlAs; (c) GaAs; (d) Si3N4; (e) SiO2; and (f) PMMA.
(g) Uncertainty of κx,film measurement in a 220 nm Cu film on various substrates.
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greatly reduced on substrates with small thermal diffusivities, reaching around 10% on SiO2 and even
below 5% on PMMA. The main reason is the sensitivity to κx,film becomes comparable to or even larger
than the other parameters.
To consider the effects from substrates and Rinterface simultaneously, Figure 6 (a) plots a
contour mapping of sensitivity over substrate thermal diffusivity and Rinterface, where interface
resistance is set to range from 10–9 m2 K=W to 10–4 m2 K=W. With small interface resistance,
sensitivity has a strong dependence on substrate thermal diffusivity. When the interface resistance
becomes large enough, the effect from substrate thermal diffusivity is less important. To have a
better understanding of this trend, an integrated sensitivity parameter, ~Sκx , defined as
tf

~Sκx ¼ ò @ ðln T Þ dt, is shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b). It can be seen that the substrate effect is
@ðln κx Þ
ti

strong for Rinterface smaller than 10–8 m2 K=W but disappears for Rinterface larger than 10–6
m2 K=W. For the PMMA substrate, only a weak dependence on Rinterface is observed over the
whole range. These results imply that Rinterface and substrate diffusivity play similar roles on heat
transport in Cu films. With either a large enough Rinterface or small enough substrate thermal
diffusivity, heat transport can be confined to along the in-plane direction in the Cu film, and
hence reduce the uncertainty of the measured κx,film.
These sensitivity analyses suggest that choosing the proper substrate thermal diffusivity and
film deposition method can significantly improve the accuracy of NGI measurement of in-plane
thermal conductivity in thin films. To measure a highly thermal conductive film such as a metal,
the substrate should be a dielectric material with small thermal diffusivity or a large thermal
resistance should be present, so that thermal transport mainly occurs along the in-plane direction
within the film. For our experiment, a thicker SiO2 layer between the Cu film and the Si
substrate can provide a larger interface resistance and hence a higher sensitivity to κx,film. If
the κx of the substrate is to be measured, a film with a relatively low thermal conductivity is
needed as the top layer so that the heat can have enough time to penetrate the substrate.
However, since the top film also needs to absorb laser energy and have a reflectivity sensitive
to temperature change, it is not always easy to find the right material satisfying all the conditions, especially when the substrate has low thermal conductivity. The sensitivity analysis shows
the potential of our NGI technique to measure κx in thin-film samples with improved accuracy.
More experiments need to be conducted to validate this potential, which will be our future work.
For the Cu film, we need to deposit new films for each substrate. However, it is not always
necessary to tailor the sample. For example, we plan to apply this technique to measure 2D

Figure 6. Sensitivity for Cu on various substrates with different interface resistance values. (Purple dashed horizontal line: used
value for 220 nm Cu on Si.).
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semiconductors, which stick to the substrate by van der Waal’s forces. The samples can be
transferred to various substrates.

Conclusion
To summarize, we have developed a simple, fast, and low-cost NGI technique to measure the inplane thermal conductivity in bulk and thin-film samples. The experimental setup of NGI is
similar to that of standard ns-TDTR, but it employs a photomask to generate a thermal grating
image onto the sample surface. The thermal grating produces a temperature gradient along the
sample surface, which makes it possible to measure the in-plane thermal conductivities. The
thickness-dependent in-plane thermal conductivities of Cu nano-films measured with NGI agree
well with the electrical four-point probe measurements and the previously reported values. Inplane and cross-plane thermal conductivities measured in GaAs/AlAs SLs show strong anisotropy
due to phonon folding and interface scattering. Sensitivity analysis suggests that the uncertainty
of κx,film can be as low as 5% with careful selection of the proper substrate and interface
resistance. This newly developed NGI technique overcomes some limitations of ns-TDTR.
Together with ns-TDTR, this new technique can be used to determine in-plane and cross-plane
thermal conductivities in a wide range of materials.
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